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15th April 2019 
 
Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development 
Dog Standards and Guidelines Consultation 
Animal Welfare Regulation 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
I am writing to you today to oppose some of the new standards proposed in the Draft Standards and 
Guidelines for the Health and Welfare of Dogs in WA, specifically those outlined below; 
The flat ban on prong collars  
S12.2 Prong collars must not be used on a dog. 
 
The adjustments to the accepted method of use of Electronic Collars, points (a) & (b) 
S13.1 An electronic collar must only be used on a dog in accordance with the generally accepted 
method of use. For the purposes of these Standards, the generally accepted method of use includes: 
(a) if a reasonable and documented effort has been made to use other training techniques to modify 
behaviour and these have not been effective; 
(b) a veterinarian has examined the health and temperament of the dog and reasonably believes that 
the dog is suitable to wear an electronic collar. 
 
Before connecting with Lauren we had a few problem behaviours with our 1 and a half year old 
Boxer Floyd. These included jumping on house guests, overexcitement with humans, other dogs or 
animals, terrible leash manners to the point where I would be dragged down the street and zero 
recall capability. Floyd did the normal puppy school at 12 weeks old and then we followed this up 
with an additional 6 week course to reinforce the training. We also tried different approaches when 
walking Floyd, ie. Harness, Collar only & Halti Harness. Even with total commitment from my partner 
and I to inforce the positive reinforcement only techniques these behavioural issues persisted, which 
then led to freedoms such as frequent walks and off leash trips to the beach being very few and far 
between.  
 
When we first met with Lauren she was very upfront with her balanced training approach and 
introduced us to tools such as the Prong Collar & e-Collar. I was hesitant at first however once 
Lauren had provided us with all of the detailed information on the tools and how they were used as a 
part of an overall balanced approach to correcting behaviours I felt confident that this was a good 
program for Floyd. Our first session we concentrated on leash manners and within 30 minutes Floyd 
and I were having a blissful tail wagging structured walk. Lauren was very patient with Floyd and I 
was very impressed at the small amount of pressure applied to the prong collar that helped achieve 
this.  
 
We have nearly completely corrected jumping on house guests; Lauren helped us implement a place 
command and taught us how to feed through training. We are currently working with Lauren on 
Floyds recall and overexcitement, mainly towards other dogs. Although Floyd is super friendly 
towards other dogs we respect that all dogs aren’t as confident so for Floyd’s safety we want to 
work to improve our communication so he knows when it’s ok to approach/ play with another dog.    



 
Before Lauren introduced us to this program we’d lost hope of being able to correct these 
behaviours. Now we have guests over without worrying if Floyd will hurt someone with his greeting, 
we have engaging regular stress free walks, we go on more adventures which include Floyd and the 
bond between us has only gotten stronger through this program. Without this program and the tools 
used in it Floyd would lose freedom and some of the best things in life, he would be house bound 
and in some cases yard bound which would severely decrease his quality of life. That’s no way for 
such a beautiful animal to live.  
 
Thank you for taking the time to read my submission. I would be happy to substantiate the above 
information by answering any questions or submit further if needed as I feel so strongly about this 
cause.  
 
Kind Regards,  
 
Teigan Henderson  
 
 
Client of  
The Holistic Hound Dog Training 
Lauren Maslen (Owner-Operator)  

 
ABN: 38 322 407 514 
 


